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I’m a staff frontend engineer with 13 years of development experience.


In 2016 i founded a startup and left it in 2022.

Skills
Frontend: Nuxt 3, Vue 3, Tailwind, Typescript, Vitest, Playwright, Vanilla Javascript, HTML, CSS.


Backend: Nodejs, Strapi, Laravel.


Devops: Docker, Github Actions, Gitlab CI/CD, Ubuntu Server, Cloudflare.

Experience
Frontend Team Lead, AGIMA, Jan 2023 - Present (1 year 4 month)

 Led 10 frontend developers to finish 3 projects with total cost of $400,000 (mentorship, code review)

 Convinced management to refine the development flow which reduced the cost of development by 10%

 Redesigned the hiring proccess, lowered the total amount of applications and increased the quality of it

 Made 5 presale presentations to the possible clients, 4 of which were successful

 Convinced client to use “ultra” JAMstack even without backend.

Founder, Alex Illarionov IT School, Sep 2016 - May 2022 (5 years 9 months)

 Hired 6 people without any work experience and raised them into leaders

 Graduated 2500 students

 Created custom training methodology and increased the course completion rate to 80% (the market 

average is 30%)

 Built partnership network with public schools

 Completed the pre-acceleration program at the European accelerator Startup Wise Guys

 Led a remote team of 9 developers to create a custom Learning Management System.

Frontend developer, Alpari, Jan 2010 - Sep 2014 (4 years 9 months)

 Wrote a prototype of MVC-framework, which allowed the reuse of components on multiple company sites

 Convinced my director to use BEM methodology, which reduced the time of launching new pages by 25%

 Made 2 presentations on behalf of the company at frontend conferences.

Projects
The Supersonic Plugin For Scroll Based Animation.


2kb javascript plugin for scroll based animation which animates 1000 elements without lags!



The Superawesome Frontend Boilerplate.


My Vue frontend starter with tests, CI/CD, backend - everything dockerized, don't even need nodejs locally! 

Also with a styleguide for large-scale frontend projects!
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